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Experimental Method for Evaluating the Effectiveness of
Training Techniq _es

As applied behavior analysis moves into the delivery of
programs and techniques for more widespread use, the importal
olHeltective training procedures increases.
are beginning to be developed

Training materials

packaged and (sometimes) evanated

for use by behavioral professionals to train nonprofessionals.

.

However, economic factors in manyprograms r quire that nonprofessionals be trained by their nonprofessional predecessors.

In

4

this situation, old staff train new staff and with each such
turnover a new "generation" oceurs.

We- mean to present here 'an

experi :ntal design which we have emOloyed to compare the tran7
mission of skills from one worker to .the next across several
generations of workers.

The rationale for the design goes s mewhat like this.

The

change in skills or traits across generations has been ter ed

"eVolution"

From the time of Thomas Hunt Morgan atColuMbia,

geneticists have found the .-tudy of evOlution a much more reason-

able endeavor when they have emp oyed methodology which demon
trated principles of evolution in a Short period oftime.

Thus,

Morganls lab at Columbia was filled with jars of common fruit
flies which reproduced quite rapidly, allowing him to study,
a short period- of time, principles.of evolution which with other

Species would have taken years If not lifetimes.
In- a similar manner, if

are to study the evolution of

our training ma erials -in adequately preparing not just one

worker or group of workers, but successive generations of Workers,
then we must somehow simulate, in

Would otherwise take yearS.

short period of time, what

Thus, if you wish to know what your

program will look like in two or three years, you could simulate
the turnover of staff, with the necessary training of each new
staff member.

The te-t _f whether -training materials can be

used by successive generations of workers without appreciable
change in program_ quality, we have explored'in what we call a
"generations de

As an example of the use of the

generations design,

1 t me

p rsent a study which was conducted to evaluate training procedures
used in an infant day care c nter where departing Caregivers
trained their replace ents.

.

Because we wished training procedures

to be appropriate for workers who might prove, to be good with
child en but who laight not.have extensive formal education aboVe
the high :;chool level, we Approached a local-high school, offering

a minimum hourly pay rate for those who wished to participate in
our study.

From those who responded to our offer, we selected

xteen high school girls, in grade_ 10, 11,.and 12.
_

The study

was eonducted at the infant Center of the Lawrence Day Care
Program, a facility providing full ,and,:part-day care for up to

twenty infants, six weeks to one year of age.

Caregiver duties

had,been specified during the deVelopment of the program and
wOrkers' ability to adequately perform these duties was our
prime concern in identifying adequate staff training.
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For this study, two Methods of training neW employees were
used, each with the goal of transmitting the same detailed
caregiver routines.

One method was the usual

informal" or

verbal transmission method, in which an old employee would
teach her replacementuntil "she 'knows the job."

The seeond

method was more formal, utilizing written, illustrated: training

"packages" and written feedback in the form of a check sheet

detailing each correct, incorrect, or omitted staffAuty.
After the subjects in either the informal or package training method
were reported trained, the "new employees" were asked
c
to perform the _taff duties one more tire for a "criterion
trial.

D-ring these-trials, one or more observers watched the

new employees perform the routines and re orded on check sheets,
which steps of the, routines were performed correctly.

On 67$

-f criterion tzials (at least once for each generation), two

observers independently and simultaneously recorded the new employee's perfor ance of the routines.

Reliability between observers

was:calculated by' comparing the records of the tWo observers and-

dividing the number of enries on which they agreed by the total
nuMber of agreements plus disagreements,

Intorobserver agreement

,averaged 96% (ranging from 90% to 100%).

The generations design employed in this study is presented
in Figure 1.

Of the sixteen new employees, eight were randomly

assigned,to the informal group and eight tothe package group.
For the first generation, the Infant Center supervisor trained

two of the girls bv the informal -ethod -rand the-experimenter
For all four0 training was

trained two by the package method.

continued-until they achieved an accuracy score on the check
Each first-generation employee was then

sheet of at least 90%.

asked to train another person according tosthe method by which
he-herself, had been trained, thereby creating four Second-

generation employees.

Each of these then trained a third

generation subject, who, in turn, trained a fourth-generation
subject.

With normal attrition- rates, such a four,generation

turnover in:staff would normally, occur over a two-to-three
year .period.

In this study, ilowever, the four generation turnover

'was accomplished in one month, since as soon as one generation
subject was trained, she immediately began to train the next
generation subject.
As

The results of t is study are presented in Figure 2,

can be seen, the generations design used-in this study produced

clear results showing one method of transmitting job skills
aOross successive generations of Workers to-be adequate and one
to,he deficient.

Beginning with the second-generation, package7

those who
trained employees maintained greater accuracy than did

were informally trained.

For all package trained employees,

accuracy remained above 90% across all four generations.
training

InforMal

however, resulted in a cumulative:loss of the'job

skills attained by the firstgeneration; that is, accuracy on
the criterion trial dropped'from 94% for both firSt generation

employees to 57% and 51% by the fourth genera ion.
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In summarizing these data, let me refer back to the early
geneticists. Thomas Thint Morgan studied fruit flies in his
laboratory At Colurribia, and from his -study reported specific

information about.fruit fly mutation.

He also reported a

methodology permitting.general conclusions about principl
of genetics.

unless yc,-.1 are a fruit farmer, clearly you and

the advancement of 7cience were better served by the contri-bution of Morgan's methodology and the generalized conclus ons
which resulted.

With regard to the present study, two conclusions-can be
drawn from our data.

One is that our package training method

of Infant:Center operation is far.superior to an informal

word-of-mouth method. A Second, more general conclusion, is
that an experimental de-agn such as the generations design can
serve in identifying evolutionary processes which are likely to
take place in 'a prog am as a function of specific training

procedures whIch you might develop or be asked to uSe.
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Percentage of correct staff performance of required
duties across successive generations of staff.

